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§1. Introduction.

Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be completely regular and

TV A compactification aX of a space X is said to be a countable-points com-

pactiflcation(abbreviated to CCF) if the cardinality of the remainder aX― X is

at most countable. Every locally compact space or, by L. Zippin [7], every

rim-compact, Cech-complete separable metrizable space has a CCF. Thus, the

problem to characterize those spaces which have a CCF was raised by K. Morita

in [4], and for the case of metric spaces it was solved by the author [5].

In the present paper we consider the above problem on product spaces.

Indeed, even for the case of a separable metrizable space X with a CCF and a

compact space Y the product space XxY does not have a CCF in general.

More precisely, we shall establish the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let X be a space having a CCF, and Y a zero-dimensional com-

pact metrizable sbace. Then XxY has also a CCF.

Theorem 2. Let X be a paracompact space and Y a compact space. Then

XxY has a CCF iff X is locally compact or X has a CCF and Y is zero-dimen-

<iinnnlnnrl matriynhla

Theorems 1 and 2 will yield further the following theorem which charac-

terizes a product space of paracompact spaces to have a CCF.

Theorem 3. Let X and Y be paracompact spaces. Then XxY has a CCF

iff one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(a) X and Y are both locally compact;

(b) one of X and Y is zero-dimensional,locally compact, separable metrizable,

and the other has a CCF.

(c) X and Y are both zero-dimensional, Cech-complete separable metrizable.
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§2. Preliminaries and proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

A space is said to be rim-compact if it has a base consisting of open sets

with compact boundaries. A zero-dimensional space means a space with a base

consisting of open-and-closed sets.

If a space X has a CCF, then every closed set or every open set of X has

also a CCF, and X is known to be rim-compact and Cech-complete. While Cech-

completeness is (countably) productive, rim-compactness is not. Hence the follow-

ing lemma, proved in [61, will be useful.

Lemma 2.1. A product space XxY is rim-compact iff one of the three condi

tions below is satisfied:

(I)

(ii)

X and Y are both locally compact;

one of X and Y is locally compact and zero-dimensional and the other

is rim-compact;

(lii) X and Y are both zero-dimensional

For a space X R(X) denotes the set of all points at which X is not locally

compact. The following lemma was proved in [5].

Lemma 2.2. // a paracompact space X has a CCF, then R(X) is Lindelof.

With this lemma we easily have

Lemma 2.3. Let X~＼ZXa be the topologicalsum of paracompact spaces,each

of which has a CCF. Then X has a CCF iff all but a countable number of Xa's

are locally compact.

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that X has a CCF and Y is zero-dimen-

sional, compact metrizable. Then there is a sequence {CVn|neJV} of finite

disjointopen covers of Y such that ci^+i refines cVn for n<=JV and {St(y, cVn)＼

n^N} is a local base at each point y of Y, where TV―the set of all natural

numbers. Let aX be a CCF of X, and otX― X― {pn＼n^N}. Let us put

£>={{(*, ?)} ＼(x,y)(EXxY}y.J{{pn} xF|7eq/n, neiV}.

Then iP is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of aXxY. To see this, we

show that for any open set G of aXxY the set H=＼J{Dg<d＼DczG} is open in

aXxY. Let (x, y)<=H. Then we can choose an open set £/of aX and Fecvn

for some n so that (x, y)<BUxVdG, according as {x, y)(=XxY or (x, y)e

{k}x7, ysq^n. Hence, in any case we have
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(jc,y)^{U-{pu - , pn^})xVczHf

that Is, H is open in aXxY. Let Z be the decomposition space of aXxY with

respect to 2). Then the above shows that Z is a CCF of XxY as required.

This proves the theorem.

A space X is said to be locally countably compact if every point of X has

its neighborhood whose closure is countably compact. Since for paracompact

spaces, more generally for iso-compact spaces in the sense of Bacon [3], every

countably compact closed subset is compact, Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1

and the next theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Let X be a space which is not locally countably compact and

Y a compact space. If Xx Y has a CCF, then Y is zero-dimensional and metrizable.

Proof. Suppose that XxY has a CCF. Then XxY is rim-compact and

Cech-complete. By assumptions on X and Y and Lemma 2.1 Y is zero-dimen-

sional. Let x0 be the point at which X is not locally countably compact. Since

X is Cech-complete, by [2] X is a space of point countable type. Hence, there

exists a compact subset K of X that contains x0 and admits a countable neigh-

borhood base {t/JneiV} with Un+1ClUn for nsiV. Since Cl Un is not countably

compact, we can select ni< ･･･<n*< ■･･of natural numbers and a countably

infinitediscrete closed set {xik＼k^N} for each ?eiV such that xik^Uni―Uni+1

for /, k^N. Let us put

*,={*(*|/, ke=N}VK.

Then J£ois a <7-compact closed subset of Z, and is not locally compact. Let us

rewrite Xo as {xJne./V}WK Since XoxY is closed in XxY, X0XY has a CCF

a(IoXF). Let a(XoxY)―XoxY={qt＼i^N}. Note that each gtis G5 in a(X0XY)

since I0X^ is o--compact. Therefore, qt has a countable neighborhood base

{Vik＼k^N} of open sets in a(XoxY) since a(Zoxy) is compact Hausdorff.

Finally let us put

<B={pY((XoxY)r＼Vik)＼i, kzEN},

where pY is the projection from ^XF to Y. Now we show that & is a base

of Y. Let y be any point of Y and G an open set of Y with y<=G. Let W be

an open set of a(IoxF) such that X0XG=Wr＼(X0XY). Since Zo is not locally

compact, the set

(WnCl≪(xoxK)(*oX {y}))-X0XY

is non-empty, and contains some <?*.Then for some k we have VikdW and
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Vikr＼{XQx {y))^. Hence it follows that

y^Pr((XQxY)nVik)c:G,

which shows that jR is a base of Y. Thus, Y is metrizable and the proof is

completed.

§3. Proof of Theorem 3.

With the aid of Theorem 2.4 as well as the method of its proof, we shall

obtain further the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a space which is not locally countably compact, and

Y a paracompact space. If XxY has a CCF, then Y is zero-dimensional, Cech-

complete separable metrizable.

Proof. Suppose that XxY has a CCF. Then Y is zero-dimensional and

Cech-complete. Let X0―{xn＼n^N}^JK be as constructed in the proof of

Theorem 2.4. Then Xnx Y has a CCF a(XnX Y). Let a(XnxY)~XnXY= ＼atIis=N＼.

Claim 1. R(Y) is separable metrizable.

Proof of Claim 1. Since Xo is ^-compact, XoxY is paracompact, and so,

by Lemma 2.2 R(XoxY)=ClatXoxY)({qi＼i(EN})-{qili^N} is Lindelof. Therefore,

the countable space {qi＼ieN} is a space of countable type [Z＼,and hence, it is

metrizable. Then we see that each qt has a countable neighborhood base

{Vik＼k<=N} of open sets in Cla(Xoxn({<7i|z'eJ/V})-Now, using i?(Z0XF)=

(R(Xo)xY){J(XoxR(Y)) it can be verifiedby the same way as in the proof of

Theorem 2.4 that the collection

{pY((X0XR(Y))r＼Vik)＼i, k^N}

is a base of the subspace R(Y). Hence, R(Y) is separable metrizable.

Claim 2. Y―R(Y) is an Fa subsetof Y.

Proof of Claim 2. Let us put and rewrite

D={qi＼q^C＼a,XoxY)(XoXR(Y)),i&N}

= {qik＼keN}.

Then for each qik^D there is an open Fa subset Wk of a(XoxY) such that

qik^Wk, Wkn(X0XR(Y))=R. Let us set
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Gnk = pY({{xn}xY)r＼Wk) for n,k^N,

and

3={Gnk＼n,k<=N).

Then it should be noted that each Gnk is an open Fa subset of Y and Gnkr＼R(Y)

=0. We show that Q covers Y-R(Y). Let yf=Y―R(Y). Since R(Y) is closed,

there are open sets U, V of Y such that 3/e[J, R(Y)dV and Z7nV=0. Take

open sets G, Hot a(XoxY) such that XoxU=Gn{XoxY) and ZoxF=#n(^oXF).

Then as is seen before, Gr＼Cla<ixoxr)(Xox{y})―XoxY contains some qt. Since

G(~＼H-^ and XoxR(Y)CZH, we have ^^ClaCxoXr)(^oXi?(F)). Hence qi=qik^D

for some &eiV, and since qik^C＼a(XoxY)(XoX {y}) and Kx {y} is compact, we

have (xn, y)^Wk for some weN. Hence y^Gnk^-3, and the claim follows.

Since R(XOXY) is Lindelof, so is Y. Hence by Claim 2 the locally compact

subspace Y―R{Y) is also Lindelof, and so it is <r-compact. Therefore for a

compact subset d,ie.N we have Y=R(Y)＼J*J{Ci＼i&N}. Since each d is

metrizable by Theorem 2.4,in view of Claim 1 7 is a union of a countable

number of separable metrizable subspaces. Since Y is Cech-complete, it is

separable metrizable by [1]. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Let us now prove Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. Since the "only if" part directly follows from The-

orem 3.1,we shall prove the "if" part. Assume (b) in the theorem and that X

has a CCF and Y is zero-dimensional, locally compact separable metrizable.

Then Fs(is homeomorphic to)VCr the topological sum of a countable number

V(XxCi), and each XxCt has a CCF by Theorem 1, XxY has also a CCF by

Lemma 2.3.Assume (c). Then XxY is zero-dimensionalCech-completeseparable

metrizable. Thus, by [7] XxY has a CCF. This proves the theorem.

Remark. In view of Theorem 3, it should be noted that there exists a

paracompact space X such that X has a CCF but R(X) is not metrizable. Indeed,

let X―^R―N, where ^i?=the Stone-Cech compactification of the real line R.

Then X has a CCF and R(X)=pN-N [8, Example 3], but X=(pR-R)＼J(R-N),

which is <7-compact.
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